
Dynamic Police Training (DPT) is dedicated to providing the most advanced, 
state of the art training related to hidden compartments inside passenger and 
commerical motor vehicles. DPT’s TrapMate* class offers live trap videos, 
pictures, in-car recordings and other materials depicting hidden compartments 
in their entirety from start to finish.  These range from electronically operated 
dash traps, center console traps, seat traps, floor traps, roof traps, rocker panel 
traps, front and rear quarter panel traps along with sophisticated intake 
manifold traps, oil pan traps, firewall traps, gas tank traps, tire traps, muffler 
traps, and MANY more! 
 
The instructor, Jeramy Ellison (AKA) Trap Master J has an extensive 
background in locating and identifying hidden compartments with over 12 years 
of Law Enforcement experience in Texas and Illinois. Throughout his career, 
Jeramy has seized millions of dollars in U.S. currency derived from illicit 
criminal activity, over a ton of hard narcotics and a staggering amount of hidden 
compartments.  Jeramy is also deemed an expert in courtroom testimony 
related to criminal interdiction and hidden comaprtments. 
 
After taking the TrapMate* class, the students will have an in-depth 
understanding on how drug cartels and other criminal organizations utilize 
compartments to smuggle contraband throughout the U.S. Students will also be 
able to identify these specific vehicles and identiy hidden comaprtments 
effectively, efficiently and professionally.  Students can then take this 
knowledge and make a difference in their local communities, roadways, and 
highways. 
 
Register for the TrapMate* class and learn to become a Trap Master!
 
* For any student who attends the TrapMate* class and locates a hidden compartment within a year of the class will receive a 
complimentary challenge coin for his/hers accomplishment and join the elite "Trap Master Club"

REGISTER NOW         www.DynamicPoliceTraining.com
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